INTRODUCTION {#sec0005}
============

The Myasthenia Gravis Score (QMGS) and the Myasthenia Gravis Composite (MGC) are two commonly used outcome measures for Myasthenia Gravis (MG). Both measures are aimed at quantifying disease severity, based on impairments of body functions and structures, as defined by the International Classification of Disability and Health (ICF) \[[@r1]\]. Both measures differ on the impairments measured; the QMGS has several items aimed at measuring fatigability, and is fully examination-based. The MGC includes some patient reported items, to reflect those impairments not easily observed in a clinical visit.

The QMGS was developed by Besinger \[[@r2]\], and modified by Tindall \[[@r3]\] and again by Barohn \[[@r4]\]. The latter version is the one actually in use, and consists of 13 items that assess ocular, bulbar and limb function. Out of the 13 items, 6 are timed tests of endurance measured in seconds. These, as well as continuous data on grip strength and % of predicted forced vital capacity (FVC) are transformed to ordinal scores. Each item has a possible score from 0--3, however there is no clear description of how those cut-points were chosen \[[@r2]\]. The total possible score is 39, where higher scores indicate more severe impairments. The QMGS has demonstrated construct validity \[[@r5]\], inter-rater reliability \[[@r4]\] and responsiveness in clinical trials in myasthenia \[[@r6]\]. However, in a positive RCT of IVIG vs. placebo, only 6/13 items were responsive to treatment and not-responsive items had marked floor effects, suggesting that some items could be improved \[[@r6]\].

The MGC was developed more recently \[[@r8]\], and has 10 items combining examination and patient reported items. The 2 ocular items are derived from the QMGS. It has 3 items on muscle strength (deltoids, hip flexors and neck flexors or extensors) and 4 items on bulbar function (swallowing, chewing, breathing and speech functions), based on the clinical history. Each item is scored on an ordinal scale with 4 possible categories, but the items are weighted, whereby bulbar impairments weigh more than ocular ones. The weights were obtained through experts' input, and the maximum possible score is 50, with higher scores reflecting more severe impairments. The MGC demonstrated construct validity, inter-rater reliability and responsiveness in a cohort of myasthenia patients, \[[@r9]\] and it has been proposed as the main outcome measure in clinical trials in MG. However, to our knowledge there are no published RCTs using the MGC as a primary outcome.

Neither the QMGS nor the MGC have test-retest reliability studies, all reliability studies have been inter-rater. Therefore the error around repeated measurement through time is not known.

So far, the studies on measurement properties of these scales have been based on Classical Test Theory (CTT). CTT is centered on the observed scores, which are defined as the true score plus error of measurement \[[@r10]\]. However, in this approach the data of the individual items tend to be lost in the sum-scores. Further, many measures developed through CTT result in ordinal-level scales, where interpretation of change scores is difficult since there is not a fixed unit throughout the scale's range and where the use of parametric statistics has been questioned \[[@r11]\]. The Rasch model is a probabilistic approach to measurement, based on a model-expected frequency of response of persons to items \[[@r5]\]. In this model, the probability that an individual endorses a given item depends exclusively on his/her location on a continuum of the construct of interest (i.e. latent trait) and on the difficulty of the item. Therefore, persons with higher amounts of the trait (e.g. disease severity), are more likely to endorse items that reflect increasing impairments \[[@r15]\] ([Fig. 1](#jnd-2-3-jnd150082-g001){ref-type="fig"}). The Rasch model has several assumptions including unidimensionality, sample and item independence \[[@r15]\]. These are described in depth in the [supplementary document](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. When all the assumptions are met, the raw ordinal scores can be transformed into an interval-level scale, where the distance between score units can be considered equal across the scale.

Even when full fit to the Rasch model is not intended, studying the assumptions of the model aid to the understanding of the measure structure. For example, Rasch analysis can shed light on the dimensionality of a measure \[[@r17]\] and the performance of the items, including how well the items reflect the underlying construct. This information on the strengths and limitations of a measure provides insight for potential modifications. For example it has been used to modify the Medical Research Council Muscle strength score by rescoring items with disordered thresholds \[[@r18]\]. Clinically this can translate in changes that make a measure better at discriminating between patients and at assessing change, which can directly affect the interpretation of clinical trials.

There is only one published study using the Rasch model on the MGC \[[@r9]\]. That study was focused on one aspect of the model (individual item fit) and did not include overall fit statistics and analysis of thresholds, differential item functioning (DIF) or local independence. Further, there have not been any direct comparisons of the psychometric properties between the QMGS and the MGC, and there are no test-retest reliability studies. The aim of this study was to test whether the MGC and the QMGS fit the assumptions of the Rasch model. Additionally, we aimed at improving our knowledge of their discrimination and reliability properties, as well as the quality of their individual items.

METHODS {#sec0010}
=======

The University Health Network Research Ethics Board approved this study and all patients provided written consent. The study was conducted at the Neuromuscular Unit, Toronto General Hospital.

Assessments {#sec0015}
-----------

251 consecutive patients with MG from our database agreed to participate in this study. Since one of the aims was to assess reliability through time, mostly stable patients (based on their clinical records and declared by the patients to the best of their ability) were included and were reassessed 2 weeks later. Demographic data including age, sex, MGFA status, MG localization, and thymoma were recorded. The second assessment was blinded to the results of the first visit, and performed by a different assessor. Two weeks were deemed enough to prevent any recall of the 4 patient-reported items of the MGC, but not too long to risk major clinical change.

Statistical analysis {#sec0020}
--------------------

The demographic data were analyzed by means/medians (continuous data) or proportions (categorical data). The distributions of the total scores were plotted on histograms for each scale.

### Rasch analysis {#sec0025}

The data from the first visit of all patients were used. The partial credit model was used, and the analyses were conducted with the Rasch Unidimensional Measurement Model Software (RUMM2030) \[[@r9]\]. The MGC has weighted items, but the partial credit model calculates the thresholds between adjacent responses independently of the given score, so the data were rescored to a 0--3 pattern, with exception of the facial item that has a 0--2 pattern. A sample size of approximately 250 patients is required to obtain 99% confidence with item calibration within 0.5 logits \[[@r21]\].

### Fit statistics {#sec0030}

For the whole model, a chi squared statistic was used, where a non-significant *p* value (\>0.05) indicates good fit to the model. Global item and persons mean locations and standard deviations (SD) were also computed, where means are expected to be around 0 and SD around 1 \[[@r15]\]. Deviations from those values indicate poor targeting of the tool on the study population.

Individual item fit was assessed through standardized residuals, whereby residuals \< ± 2.5 are considered markers of good fit. Additionally, ANOVA fit statistics were used, where significant p-values are markers of poor fit. Correction for multiple testing according to Bonferroni was used \[[@r22]\], with a cut-point for significance of 0.0038 for the QMGS and 0.005 for the MGC.

### Threshold evaluation {#sec0035}

The thresholds are the locations on the underlying trait (i.e severity), where the probabilities of endorsing two adjacent categories are equal, and these should be ordered ([Supplementary Figure 6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). When disordered thresholds are found, it indicates that the respondents do not use the response categories consistently with the level of the trait being measured \[[@r15]\], usually reflecting confusing wording or too many response alternatives \[[@r23]\]. Threshold curves were visually analyzed for each item, and disordered thresholds were identified.

### Internal consistency and discrimination {#sec0040}

Cronbach's alpha was calculated as a measure of internal consistency, and the person separation index (PSI) was calculated as a measure of discrimination. For both, values of 0.7 are considered the minimum required, with values \>0.8 good for group use and \>0.9 appropriate for individual use \[[@r13]\].

### Local Dependence (LD) {#sec0045}

This occurs when the response to certain items depends on response to other(s). This affects the overall fit of the scale and also inflates reliability coefficients. We analyzed the correlations between the item residuals, where a value \>0.2 on each correlation was considered indicative of local dependence \[[@r25]\].

### Differential Item Functioning (DIF) {#sec0050}

DIF occurs when different populations have different response patterns to the same item. The Rasch model assumes sample independence, meaning that items should work in the same way across different populations. We studied DIF by visually comparing item curves for subgroups of patients for each item, and also by ANOVA statistics, using Bonferroni correction for significance. The person factors analyzed were age (\<or ≥50 years-old), sex, type of myasthenia (ocular versus generalized) and the presence of thymoma.

### Unidimensionality {#sec0055}

When taking the Rasch factor out after Principal Component Analysis (PCA), the residuals shouldn't have any meaningful patterns. This was tested by comparing the most negative and positive values of the first component by a series of *t*-tests, where less than 5% of significant *t*-tests (*p* \<  0.05), supports unidimensionality \[[@r13]\].

Test-retest reliability {#sec0060}
-----------------------

This was studied in those patients who returned for a second visit and reported no clinical change. Given proper fit to the Rasch model, this was done by demonstrating consistency of the hierarchy of item difficulty and patient ability locations. If no fit to the model, test-retest reliability was assessed by calculating the ICCs for the total scores, using Fleiss' formula 2,1 \[[@r26]\], considering the raters as random effects. Those calculations were done with the psych package for R \[[@r27]\]. ICC values \>0.8 are considered good for groups and \>0.9 appropriate for individual use \[[@r24]\]. Using the ICCs, we calculated the minimally detectable change (MDC), which is the minimal change that is beyond error of measurement. The MDC with a 95% CI, is equal to 1.96 \* √2 \* SEM, where SEM = SD \*√(1-ICC)\[[@r28]\].

RESULTS {#sec0065}
=======

In total, 251 patients were enrolled and all their data were analyzed to obtain the Rasch model parameters. 142(56.6%) patients were female and the mean age was 57 ± 16.6 years. 209 (83.3%) of patients had generalized disease. Details of the demographic characteristics can be seen in [Table 1](#jnd-2-3-jnd150082-t001){ref-type="table"}. There were no missing data for either scale. The mean score of the QMGS was 7.6 ± 4.6 (median: 6, IQR: 6, range: 0--23) and the MGC had a mean of 3.9 ± 4.3 (median 3, IQR: 6, range:0--28).

Rasch model and item fit {#sec0070}
------------------------

The person distributions were skewed towards the left (lower scores, less impairment), but this was more evident in the case of the MGC. This was also reflected in the mean person locations, which were --3.16 ± 0.83 for the MGC and --2.48 ± 0.9 for the QMGS, where mean values are expected to be close to 0. [Figure 2](#jnd-2-3-jnd150082-g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the person-item threshold map for each scale, depicting the skewing of the persons' scores in both scales and also several gaps in between the thresholds, showing poor targeting of both tools in this population.

The global fit chi squared statistic was significant, indicating poor fit in both scales (MGC *p* = 0.02 and QMGS *p* \<  0.0001). [Table 2](#jnd-2-3-jnd150082-t002){ref-type="table"} provides a summary of global fit parameters for both scales.

The analysis of item fit in the QMGS, revealed that the items for diplopia, ptosis, FVC as well as head, arm and leg lift had poor fit based on the residuals and/or p values. There were disordered thresholds in 4(31%) of the items of the QMGS: diplopia, ptosis, speech and left hand grip. In the case of the MGC, there was no misfit of the items based on residuals or p values, however, 6(60%) items had disordered thresholds: ptosis, diplopia, chewing, swallowing, arm abduction and hip flexors. [Table 3](#jnd-2-3-jnd150082-t003){ref-type="table"} shows the individual item fit statistics, and [Fig. 3](#jnd-2-3-jnd150082-g003){ref-type="fig"} provides an example of ordered and disordered thresholds for each scale.

The item locations didn't follow the expected difficulty order. For example, in the QMGS the breathing item was the one indicating less severity. In the MGC, the breathing item reflected less severity than the speech item, and in both tools, the eye closure item reflected more severe impairment than other bulbar or limb impairments. A map of the item locations can be found in [Fig. 4](#jnd-2-3-jnd150082-g004){ref-type="fig"}.

Internal consistency, discrimination and local dependence {#sec0075}
---------------------------------------------------------

Cronbach's *α* values were 0.66 for the MGC and 0.74 for the QMGS. Discrimination assessed by the PSI, showed values of 0.14 for the MGC and 0.70 for the QMGS. Local dependence was present in both scales. In the QMGS there were high (\>0.2) correlations of the residuals between the arms, legs and head items. In the MGC, there were high correlations between the neck, shoulder abduction and hip flexors, and also between the talking, chewing and swallowing items ([Supplementary Table 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Differential item functioning {#sec0080}
-----------------------------

This was also evident in both scales, both when visually analyzing plots and by ANOVA. In the MGC, the ocular and bulbar items had DIF on type of MG (ocular/generalized, *p* \<  0.005). For the QMGS, there was evidence of DIF for type of MG in the ocular and arm items (*p* \<  0.0038). Additionally, there was DIF in handgrip (*p* \<  0.0038) for person factor sex and for the handgrip and facial items (*p* \<  0.0038) for person factor age. [Supplementary Figures 8](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [9](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} depict items with and without DIF.

Unidimensionality {#sec0085}
-----------------

The percentage of significant t-tests of the principal component analysis of the residuals was 2.8% for the MGC and 12% for the QMGS, indicating uni and multidimensionality respectively.

Reliability {#sec0090}
-----------

Test-retest reliability was studied in 209 stable patients, out of 211 who returned for a second visit. The ICCs were calculated for the total scores and were 0.88 for the QMGS (95% CI: 0.85--0.91) and 0.82 for the MGC (95% CI: 0.77--0.85). MDC values were 4.3 for the QMGS and 4.9 for the MGC.

DISCUSSION {#sec0095}
==========

In this study, we found that neither the MGC nor the QMGS fit all the assumptions of the Rasch model. In the QMGS, we found evidence of multidimensionality, poor item fit, disordered thresholds, local dependence and DIF. In the MGC we found disordered thresholds, DIF, local dependence and low discrimination properties.

The presence of local dependence is not surprising, as certain impairments tend to go together, however removal of an item on one body region (e.g. arm endurance) would reduce content validity. Because in both measures all items are conceptually relevant for the underlying construct and are not interchangeable, these measures are likely formative rather than reflective in nature \[[@r30]\]. If that is the case, these measures should be considered more as health indices than scales \[[@r30]\]. This paired with the heterogeneous characteristics of MG where there might not be a clear hierarchy of the impairments and the evidence of multidimensionality, explains the lack of global fit to the Rasch model. Therefore it is possible that measures of MG impairment can't conceptually fit the Rasch model as a whole. In this light, we have used the findings to understand what aspects of these measures can be improved and not expecting to obtain global fit to the model.

We found that several items had disordered thresholds. While this might be due to factors such as dimensionality, it also suggests poor discrimination of physicians or patients between response options. An example is the MGC chewing item, where the options "fatigue with soft food" and "fatigue with solid food" might generate confusion by combining both the concept of fatigue and type of food, acting as a double-barrelled question. In the previous psychometric study of the MGC \[[@r19]\], the mean locations for each item response category were ordered with exception of the ocular items, but the thresholds were not reported so we cannot directly compare our findings.

In the case of the QMGS, there were also items with disordered thresholds and several items had statistical misfit. For example the item for speech, which measures time-to-dysarthria, had disordered thresholds. Even though that item is originally based on continuous data, the transformation to ordinal scores results in a bimodal distribution, where most patients either had dysarthria at onset or didn't develop dysarthria at all. Therefore, this item does not discriminate well between different degrees of speech articulation fatigability, and in fact it has been shown to have severe floor effect and poor responsiveness \[[@r7]\]. Additionally, there is always loss of information when converting continuous data to ordinal data and this might account for the disordered thresholds of some items of the QMGS that are originally continuous in nature.

Another important finding is the very low value of the PSI in the MGC, indicating low discrimination properties. While discrimination parameters can be affected by the relative homogeneity of the sample, the marked difference between both scales in the same population indicates a specific problem of the MGC. This can be visualized in the person-threshold map ([Fig. 2](#jnd-2-3-jnd150082-g002){ref-type="fig"}), where most patients are clustered around lower levels of disease severity. A possible explanation is the lack of measures of fatigability in the MGC compared to the QMGS. In fact, when comparing the corresponding items on arm function in the 209 patients with generalized disease, 186(89%) scored 0 on the MGC (deltoid strength), compared to 117 (56%) in the QMGS (arm endurance). This difference in the prevalence of endurance impairments compared to absolute strength has been previously reported in MG \[[@r32]\]. Therefore adding measures of fatigability could improve the discriminative properties of the MGC, by reducing the marked floor effect of those items that reflect muscle strength in a fixed point in time.

In both measures, the hierarchy of the items did not follow what would have been expected clinically. Most experts agree that respiratory dysfunction is the most severe impairment in MG. However, the breathing item of the QMGS, which measures absolute % of FVC, was the one reflecting lesser impairment. Therefore, it does not accurately reflect the breathing impairments in MG. Further, previous studies have shown that this item is not responsive to change \[[@r7]\], therefore alternative items to measure breathing function should be researched. In the MGC, the breathing item (patient-reported) was more appropriately located, reflecting higher severity of impairment. In this scale the breathing item reflects endurance/fatigability. Therefore, fatigability can successfully be assessed through patient-reported items, and might better reflect the everyday impairments.

In both measures, the eye closure item reflected more severe impairment than other bulbar or limb impairments and this was also found in the previous Rasch study of the MGC \[[@r19]\]. However, this impairment is usually considered as mild in terms of severity and in fact, eye closure weakness is the only sign accepted in patients in remission \[[@r33]\]. Considering that previous studies have shown that eye closure weakness is not responsive to change \[[@r7]\], this item could be removed form these measures since it doesn't seem to add to the overall quantification of disease severity.

The evidence of DIF between generalized and purely ocular patients is not unexpected, as patients with pure ocular disease will have low bulbar and limb scores, regardless of increasing severity of their impairments. Further, even when intuitively one would categorize ocular items as being in the lower end of the severity spectrum, they don't necessarily follow a hierarchical order with the rest of the impairments. Linking this to our finding of multidimensionality in the QMGS, it is reasonable to suppose that the ocular items represent a different dimension than the generalized items. This could be addressed in practice by sub-scores (e.g. ocular/generalized), which could solve both the dimensionality and DIF problems. This also makes sense from a clinical perspective, whereby pure ocular patients could be assessed with the ocular domain alone. While we did not find evidence of multidimensionality in the MGC based on the statistical testing, it is possible that it also represents different dimensions. The same argument for an ocular domain applies as for the QMGS, but additionally, the patient-reported items might represent a dimension on its own, and this should be explored in the future. Additionally, patients should be engaged by incorporating their input on patient-reported items, for example in terms of item relevance and their relationship with overall disease severity. This would follow current guidelines on patient-reported outcome development \[[@r34]\].

This is the first published study of test-retest reliability for the QMGS and MGC, and we found acceptable ICCs for both. Given that different raters assessed the patients on the 2 visits, it is possible that some error was introduced than if using the same assessor. However, high inter-rater reliability has been demonstrated for both scales (ICCs: 0.91 for the QMGS and 0.98 for the MGC) \[[@r9]\]. It also must be kept in mind that local dependence might inflate the ICCs, so these cannot be taken at face value. The MDC values of 4.3 and 4.9 for the QMGS and MGC are slightly higher than previously reported values of significant change for these tools \[[@r9]\]. The MDC is defined as the smallest change in score that is beyond error of measurement reflecting "true change", but it does not necessarily reflect clinical significance \[[@r37]\]. Previous studies have estimated the minimal clinically important difference (MCID), which is the minimal change that is clinically relevant \[[@r36]\]. Therefore, the MCID and the MDC reflect different concepts and the different values are not surprising. However, for the interpretation of change scores at the individual patient level, the MCID should be higher than the MDC, otherwise the change observed could be due to error \[[@r37]\]. Our findings suggest that current values of the MCID may fall within error of measurement so they might not be reliable at the individual patient level (e.g. to define a responder). If using the values of MDC from this study to estimate sample size for clinical trials, the resulting samples would be smaller than current cut-points because it takes fewer patients to detect a larger difference \[[@r38]\]. However, because the MCID and the MDC depend on baseline characteristics \[[@r37]\], further studies are needed in different populations to confirm our findings.

This study is not without limitations. Mostly mild to moderately affected patients were enrolled, so these results might not be extrapolated to a more severely affected population. However, the sample size and the severity distribution (MGFA class) are similar to previous cohorts where MG measures have been studied \[[@r9]\]. The relative homogeneity of the sample will have the most impact on the reliability and internal consistency statistics. Additionally, in the current study responsiveness was not studied. We aimed at studying the scoring and item structure and reliability of these scales. Further, comparison of responsiveness should occur with a defined intervention, ideally with a control group, and was not part of the scope of the current study.

The Rasch model has gained strength in medicine as a way to develop scales that better reflect the construct of interest, reducing error of measurement and producing scores that can be easily interpreted \[[@r12]\]. This has been used particularly in the development of patient reported outcomes. By using testing the Rasch model assumptions in the QMGS and the MGC, we have identified some shortcomings affecting their discriminative properties, which can also affect their ability to detect change. Therefore, our findings might inform future modifications to these tools, for example by modifying or replacing those items with poor fit or disordered thresholds. It is likely that more items are needed, especially in the MGC, to improve the discrimination properties. Additionally, our findings suggest that these measures could be divided in sub-scores reflecting the ocular and generalized domains. Such modifications might result in measures that are better at discriminating among different degrees of severity, more reliable and possibly more responsive. This can have a direct impact in clinical decision-making and in the interpretation of clinical trials, two scenarios where these measures are commonly used.
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![The rasch model. In this figure, the ruler represents a continuum of the trait being measured, in this example disease severity expressed through impairments. By definition the ruler is centered at 0 logits and both the persons and the items are aligned in this metric. With higher severity, more affected persons are located towards the right. The items should follow a hierarchy, were items representing less impairments are closer to the left and severe impairments closer to the right. For each item there is a characteristic curve for their expected scores. As severity increases, the probability of having a higher score in each item increases. Therefore, the probability of achieving a given score on a specific item depends on the persons' location on the severity scale being related to the severity of the item of interest. When all the assumptions of the Rasch model are met, the scores on the logit scale are considered to be at the interval level, where one unit is the same acrossthe continuum.](jnd-2-3-jnd150082-g001){#jnd-2-3-jnd150082-g001}

![Person-item threshold distributions for the QMGS and the MGC. [Figures 2A and 2B](#jnd-2-3-jnd150082-g002){ref-type="fig"} depict the person-item threshold distributions for both scales, with persons distribution on top (magenta) and thresholds at the bottom (blue). In a well-targeted tool, the persons should be centered on 0 logits. In both the MGC and QMGS, the persons are skewed to the left (lower scores indicating less severity). This is caused by a sample of patients who predominantly have mild to moderate disease and few severely affected patients, suggesting that both tools are aimed at slightly more affected patients. However, the MGC has more skewed scores than the QMGS, suggesting that the MGC is worse in targeting this population of MG patients. This correlates with the marked difference in person separation index (0.14 for the MGC and 0.70 for the QMGS), suggesting almost no strength to differentiate between groups of patients with various degrees of illness. In an ideal setting, there shouldn't be gaps between the thresholds along the severity continuum. In both the QMGS and MGC, there is no gradual distribution of the thresholds, demonstrated by the presence of several gaps between them. This is especially evident in the case of more difficult items or items discriminating between more severely affected patients, indicating lack of items and thresholds that accurately reflect those levels of severity.](jnd-2-3-jnd150082-g002){#jnd-2-3-jnd150082-g002}

![Example of ordered and disordered thresholds for the QMGS and the MGC. [Figs. 2A and 2C](#jnd-2-3-jnd150082-g002){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate ordered thresholds (T1 \<  T2 \<  T3) for items of the QMGS and MGC respectively. In [Figs. 2B and 2C](#jnd-2-3-jnd150082-g002){ref-type="fig"}, the thresholds don't follow the expected order. This suggests that either the physicians are not good at discriminating between responses (e.g. QMGS speech item), or that the patients cannot discriminate between response options (e.g. MGC chewing item). T1 = Thresholds between scores 0 and 1. T2 = Thresholds between scores 1 and 2. T3 = Threshold between scores 2 and 3.](jnd-2-3-jnd150082-g003){#jnd-2-3-jnd150082-g003}

![Item hierarchy. The item locations don't follow the expected order. For example in the MGC, the eye closure item is representing more disease severity than chewing, swallowing and hip flexors strength. In the QMGS, the breathing item is the one representing the least disease severity.](jnd-2-3-jnd150082-g004){#jnd-2-3-jnd150082-g004}

###### 

Demographic Characteristics of 251 patients with Myasthenia Gravis assessed with the QMGS and the MGC

  Variable                      Mean ± SD or *n*(%)
  --------------------------- -----------------------
  Sex (Female/Male)            142(56.6%)/109(43.4%)
  Age (years)                        57 ± 16.6
  Type (Ocular/Generalized)    42(16.7%)/209(83.3%)
  MGFA Remission                      9(3.6%)
  MGFA MM                            12(4.8%)
  MGFA I                             52(20.7%)
  MGFA II                           145(57.8%)
  MGFA III                           29(11.5%)
  MGFA IV                             4(1.6%)
  Disease Duration (months)          103 ± 105
  Thymoma                            61(24.3%)
  Thymectomy                        115(45.8%)
  AchRAb (*n* = 90)                   63(70%)
  QMGS total score                   7.6 ± 4.6
  MGC total score                    3.9 ± 4.3

MGFA: Myasthenia Gravis Foundation of America. MM: Minimal manifestation status. AchRAb: Acetylcholine receptor antibodies. QMGS: Quantitative Myasthenia Gravis Score. MGC: Myasthenia Gravis Composite.

###### 

Summary statistics of global model fit for the QMGS and the MGC

                                           QMGS             MGC
  ----------------------------------- --------------- ----------------
  Chi squared *p* value                \<0.0001^ \*^     0.02^ \*^
  Persons Location (Mean ± SD)         --2.48 ± 0.9§   --3.16 ± 0.86§
  Persons Fit Residuals (Mean ± SD)    --0.23 ± 0.73   --0.14 ± 0.84
  Items Location (Mean ± SD)              0 ± 1.7         0 ± 1.47
  Items Fit Residuals (Mean ± SD)      --0.3 ± 0.66      0.08 ± 2.4
  Person Separation Index                  0.70           0.14^ †^
  Cronbach's alpha                         0.74             0.66
  Test of Unidimensionality              12%^*Ω*^          2.80%

^ \*^Significant *p*-values of the chi-squared test indicate poor fit to the Rasch model. §The mean persons locations should be around 0. It is skewed towards lower severity in both scales, indicating poor targeting. ^ †^The Person Separation Index (PSI) should have a minimum of 0.7, although values of 0.8 are suggested for use in groups and 0.9 for individuals. The low PSI indicates poor discrimination of the MGC in this population. ^*Ω*^A value \>of 5% of significant *t*-tests of the principal component analysis is indicative of multidimensionality.

###### 

Item fit statistics

                     QMGS            MGC                 
  ------------- -------------- --------------- --------- ------
  Ptosis          2.59^ \# ^    \<0.0001^ \*^   --0.048   0.75
  Diplopia        2.56^ \# ^    \<0.0001^ \*^   --0.007   0.17
  Facial             1.06           0.69         0.026    0.21
  Swallowing        --0.36          0.38        --0.09    0.18
  Speech             1.38           0.35        --0.32    0.42
  Chewing             --             --          --1.4    0.03
  Breathing       4.33^ \# ^    \<0.0001^ \*^    0.96     0.01
  Neck             --1.16.      0.00003^ \*^    --0.54    0.58
  Deltoid             --             --         --1.18    0.19
  R arm          --2.77^ \# ^   \<0.0001^ \*^     --       --
  L arm          --3.09^ \# ^   \<0.0001^ \*^     --       --
  Hip Flexors         --             --         --0.37    0.26
  R Leg             --2.4       \<0.0001^ \*^     --       --
  L Leg             --2.4       \<0.0001^ \*^     --       --
  R grip             0.86           0.08          --       --
  L grip             1.37           0.12          --       --

^ \# ^Indicates residuals outside the --2.5/2.5 range, indicating item misfit. ^ \*^Indicates significant *p*-value for ANOVA test. Using Bonferroni correction, significance to detect misfit is \<0.0038 for the QMGS and \<0.005 for the MGC.

[^1]: Carolina Barnett conducted the statistical analysis.
